
Abbreviation What it Means
alt
approx
beg
bet
BO
en

alternate
approximately
beginning
between
Bind off or Cast off
Cable Needle
Cast On
Continue
Decrease
Double Point Needle(s)
Following
Increase(s)
Including
Knit
Knit Two Stitches Together
Knit In The Front Then In The Back Of Stitch
Knit Through The Back Loop Of Stitch
Knitwise
Left Hand
Make One Stitch
Purl
Purl Two Stitches Together
Pattern
Purl Into Front & Then Into Back Of Stitch
Place Marker
Previous
Pass Slipped Stitch Over
Purl Through Back Loop
Purlwise
Remaining
Repeat(s) .
Right Hand
Rounds
Right Side
Slip 1, Knit 1, Pass Slipped Stitch over (slip as
if to purl)
Slip 1, k2tog, Pass Slip Stitch Over

CO
cont
dec
dpn(s)
foil
inc(s)
incl
Kork
k2tog
kfb or kf&b
ktbl
kwise
LH
Miormi
P orp
p2tog
pat or patt
pfb
pm
prev
psso
ptbl
pwise
rem
rep(s)
RH
rnd(s)
RS

SKP

SK2P



Abbreviation What it Means
Slip 1 Stitch To Right Needle Without Knitting
It
Slip, Slip, Knit
Stitch(es)
Stockinette Stitch
Through Back Loop
Through Front Loop
Together
Wrong Side
With Yam In Back Of Work
With Yam In Front Of Work
Yards
Yam Forward
Yam Over
Repeat Instructions Within * * As Required
Repeat Instructions Within ( ) and [ 1As
Required

sll st

SSK
st(s)
St st
tbl
til
tog
WS
wyib
wyif
yd(s)
yfwd
yo

**
() [l
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Easy Fingerless Mitts
© 2009 by Roxanne R. Richardson

This is a nice first project for beginners, as gauge is not
essential.

Materials
50 g (about 110 yds) worsted weight wool. I used about
80 yards for my mitts.
US 7/4.5mm needles
Tapestry needle

Size
About 7" (from wrist to just below first joint of index
finger). Circumference varies. .

Gauge
Approximately 5 sts/in, but stitch gauge is not critical

Abbreviations
CO = cast on
RS = Right Side (the public side)
WS =Wrong Side (the private side)
K = knit
p= purl
st/sts = stitch/stitches

Before you get started
Measure around your hand, just above the thumb. "

Instructions
CO 35 sts.
Knit 4 rows.
Begin mitt pattern
Row 1 (WS): KS, place marker, P20, place marker, KIO.
Row 2 (RS): Knit across, slipping markers when you come to them.

Note: when you switch from
knit to purl, remember to bring
the yaru forward between the
needles before inserting the right
needle fur the first purl stitch.
Wben you switch from purl to
knit, bring the yam to the back
between the needles before
inserting the right needle fur the
first knit stitch.

Repeat Rows I and 2 until the piece measures about 1" less than the
circumference of your hand, ending with a RS row (i.e. ready to
begin a WS row).

Knit across all sts, removing markers as you come to them. Knit across 2 more rows

Bind off.

Seam the edges together, leaving a 2" hole for the thumb. Weave in ends for an inch or two, inside the
seam. Cut the tail.



Measuring the circumference of your hand, just
above the thumb.

You can use all sorts of things for markers,
including a cut off piece of a drinking straw or a
piece of scrap yam.

This marker is a bit like a plastic safety pin.

The marker alerts you that you will need to do
something different at this point. In this case, the
stitch patterning is doue on the WS of the work,
where it is difficult to distinguish between the
garter stitch section and the reverse stockinette
(purl) section.

When working a RS row, you simply slip the
marker from the left needle to the right needle,
and continue knitting.

When working a WS row, you slip the marker,
and then change the position of the yarn in order
to work the next section. In this photo, the yam
has been brought to the front of the work, between I
the needles, in preparation for working the purl
sts.
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